
ON MAN & NATURE (AESTHETICS)

The Aesthetics of a Campus 
by K. G, Subramanyan

I wonder whether I am not a misfit in this session 

of the seminar. Artists are not the best persons to talk 

about aesthetics. They tend to be too involved with their

want to tie themselves down to any rigid systems that they

have to around all their lives. You may ask me is this 

true of Rabindranath too? I should presume it is, if only 

to some extent. And Rabindranath knew this well. That is 

why he always chose to announce himself as a poet before 

making any statement; his school was a poet's school, his 

religion a poet's religion, and his ideas on art and life 

a confession of faith. He even declared that he was afraid 

of definitions, as definitions implied clarity and clarity 

was not the only, or even the most important, attribute of 

truth.

A confession of faith has a kind of thrust that well- 

thought out systems rarely have. These systems are protective 
$

structure^within which you may or may not incubate; but the 

former tends to pull you out of yourself. So more than a phi- 

losoper, Rabindranath was an initiator, the dispenser of a

sacrament; he passed his body's fi/re to others indirect 

communicatiug through a series of exemplary gestures.

So what I shall talk about briefly here is a personal 

reading of Rabindranath's attitude to Art and Nature, based 

on these gestures, more than his words. Their implications 

are not always simple nor do they keep to a single track; 

they cross from one to the other. And that is as it should 

be. A lot of our problems today are related to our being 

confined to a single track or lane, and being oblivious, even 

unconcerned, about what is happening in the neighbouring ones.

. own ways of seeing to take cognizance of others. Nor do they



Let me start with a piece of personal reminiscence.

&
More than forty years ago I cam here first,, and spent four

years as an art student. I noticed then that many of the

students and teachers here walked barefoot. It was nothing

new to me as I cair^from Kerala where most people walked

barefoot, at least in those days t> But in the north! Where
cu

you had such a variety of foptwear in many shapes and 

designs! And Bengal, where I had heard that Babus wore shiny 

pump shoes made by expert Chinese shoe-makers and where 

shoes had a social significance! Where even the saintly 

Maharshi (RabindranathJs father) could not restrain him- 

self from sewing a string of pearls to his footwear to 

shame the t ̂  of other propertied men who wore

them on their turbans! I was told then that this was be

cause Rabindranath wanted to encourage school children to

walk barefoot, to get a feel of the earth • \Jh ich xkmai
boo

sounded quite romantic. And romantic it was^fiWyto get 

your feet in touch with the red earth of the roads, cool 

and soft like Nature’s bare body or the grass oftfc&e 

meadows that was soft and shiny like her green mantle.

But more than that it was also the symbol of an attitude.

In a world where culture was covering up nature, were 

convention was deadening sensibility, where learning was 

scotching out enquiry it looked like you had to call for 

a reversal by a ritual gesture - endowing this contact 

with nature wit^ a special, near-mystical significance, 

giving sensory experience, through sights and sounds and

, the status of terminals that carried messages from 

a reality beyond. So whether it was art or education or 

the quickenin'? of sensibility that was in question you 

had to open wide the gates^of your eyes and ears. May be, 

xxth in the beginning was the Word; but the \l\r£>rd became 

real only when it came to you as a i/bice or a ifision.
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And Rabindranath made no bones about this. In one 

of his talks (as quoted by Benodbehari Mukh^rjee in his 

book d n  modern Indian 4rt Education) he savs, while explain

ing the act of vision, ’Do you think I am talking of closed

eyed introspection? No I I am talking of seeing with this 

naked eye( which he calls ’charrna chakshu* or the skin-

eye). How can we look down upon this naked eye? Who are

we to di^pise it as being corporeal? I would say, whatever 

we have to see we have to see with this naked eye; this 

is the ultimate vision^and again talking of hearing he 

says, ’If we can usher the play of the heavens in the 

portals of our ears then the roar of the elements will

sound like music to u s’.

To him the senses were sacrosanct; and there kas 

no hiatus between the inner vision and the outer vision; 

rather, one had to depend on the other; and the experience 

of the world was essential for a man to know himself.

Some of the distinguished scholars here have already 

tried to explain Rabindranath's concept of the surplus and 

ibf the human personality; so I do not have to go over the 

same ground. For Rabindranath^man's response to Nature 

was threefold - physical, satisfying his basic needs (where 

Nature was like his Victual); then intellectual^satisfying 

his sense of enquiry (where Nature was like an open book); 

then affective^satisfying his sense of wonder and love 

(where Nature was like a person - mother, friend, or sweet

heart) -; it is through these that the human personality 

was built. It grew with their growth. Man knew himself 

by/knowing Nature and conversely the Nature he knew was in

the image of these responses. So they were interdependent.
so

They both came to life through this encounter;/this encounter 

and its intimacy was ±MprH*aK.tx important. And to ensure 

this intimacy you had to order the circumstances of this 

encounter.
. . . 4



Here again I want to go back to some reminiscence.

When I first came to Santinikfefcan, to study in Kala Bhavana,

Rabindranath was no more there; he had died three years

earlier. But Santiniketan had still a special character.
it

(The spate of changes that overtook/in the next decade was

not quite in the offing yet). What first struck me then

was its simplicity and cleanliness; but a non-obstrusive

U
simplicity, an unostentatious cleanliness. Even the personal 

behaviour of people had a kind of restrained informality. 

People did not shout at each other; even sat together in 

easy tranquillity. The various functions and festivals 

were suffused with an unforced beauty and order. And the 

campus had a sense of space - Austere, barren and^at the 

same time^ elevating - making you feel like a sun-struck 

tramp under the open sky. It was like an island of quieti- 

tude in a country that drugged itself with noise and 

exulted in disorder.

Although Santiniketan was more rural then than it is 

today - this quietitude was special. It was intended?not 

incidental. Even its need was often discussed. It was 

normal then for you to hear one of your teachers talk to 

you about the value of Silence( , which is something we now 

observe in the memory of a departed soul, and that too

for a minute or two^ refer, for instance, to la® the

practice of certain Chinese monks who in the hours before 

sunrise went pussy-footed to the banks of the lotus ponds 

to sit in breathless silence and hear the openinsr of the 

lotus.

To meet Nature in Silence, to hear her slightest whisper©, 

undoing the wall of sound that muffles her voice, removing 

the screen of habit that hides her face, this was thought 

of as an aesthetic necessity. When Syed Mu;Jtaba Ali was 

a student, he and some of his friends^who had ambitions to 

be writers^are supposed to have asked Rabindranath during

-  u-
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one of his teachine sessions about what was essential 

to make a good writer. And what did Rabindranath tell 

them? He asked them to close their eyes for a whil?, 

and enquired, what all did you hear? Then he asked them 

to open their eyes, and enquired, what all do you see?

' Each reacted in his own way to the questions. Then he 

is supposed to have told them, 'This is all there is 

y/
to it.’ (I he^l this story while Syed Sahab was telling 

it to Benodebehari Mukherjee; as you all know &yed Sahab 

was an expert story-teller and may have even made it up.

But this is of little consequence^ as it is very much in 

the charcter of Rabindranath to say such a thing.)

$  Rabindranath’s Japan Yatri (1916) gives^some inkling 

into what he had in mind. He seemed to have seen in Japan 

what he was looking for, or was going over in his mind - 

that Man-Nature connection or Man-Nature intimacy, irres

pective of any direct religious implication. I will rgfer
T*

here to a few of his observations, very nearly in his own 

words :

Two girls demonstrate flower arrangement (or ikebana ) 

to him. He is struck by its sensitivity and realises how 

close visual thythms can be to music^'. And he recalls he 

has read somewhere thi^. Japanese warriors, of old, practiced 

ikebana in their spare time; not for relaxation but to 

enhance their powers. The unattached delight they derived 

from the pursuit of beauty, he speculates, should have 

helped to pacify their mind^ tensions and the heartls 

tumult and thus augmented their powers.

He enters a Japanese garden on the way to a tea 

ceremony. The Japanese, he notices, learn how to plan a 

garden from Nature itself and do not^like us, strew a 

little gravel around and plant trees and bush in patterned

.  . . .  6
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geometry. When he enters the house he is even more euphonic. 

The sparsely furnished rooms seem to throb with a sense of 

plenitude, with just a pot or painting somewhere,, which your 

eyes went over and over with silent relish. Real things of 

beauty, he remarks, should have around them an area of 

blankness. Showing them close to each other was as 

crude as seating your consort close to the concubine.

This makes him recall how in the silence of Santiniketan 

his songs attained a certain depth and elan they rarely found

- in the hustle and bustle of Jorasjaanko, in Calcutta, whose 

atmosphere could not intone its meaning. He conceives 

Japanese tea ceremony as an exercise in preparing one's 

mind and body into a state of detachment and peace to Invoke 

the beauty within, steering clear of over-excitement, dis

balance and excess.

He is particularly impressed by the simplicity of the 

Japanese household, its very spareness that let your mind 

unfold and expand and fill it corner to corner, without 

coming against useless obstructions* Noise, chaos and dis

order saps our ©ntrgies day in and day out, he says, with

out our knowing it; in contrast the order and quiet of the 

Japanese $aves up theirs and diverts it to the cultivation 

of beauty* He could see proof of this in every sector of 

Japanese life.

1916 seems to be a crucial year in the life of Rabindra

nath. His perspectives were changing. Now a world figure, 

he saw more of the world; some of which delighted him and 

some of which depressed him. What he saw of Japanese 

traditional life exhilerated him, even if he eyed with 

suspicion what was happening on kr h x  their political scene - 

of the former he wrote back to friends and associates

pointing out where it could have lessons for them. Soon 

after, he enunciated his ideas about 'What is Art?' (in one
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of his lectures in the USA), which is now well-known 

and is widely discussed ^ He also started dreaming about 

this time of a World University at Santiniketan, where 

the world's best minds could meet and where art and 

creativity could have a major place. And not just the 

creativity of the professional, but the creativity of 

each person in the community.

How could one provide for such wide-spread Creativity? 

Only by strengthening the Man-Naibure nexus, where each man 

can draw resource from what is around him in his own manner. 

This needed the ordering of the environment. The profess

ional, by the force of his inner drives may move towards 

this even in adverse circumstances; he gives chase to nature 

and forces her into an encounter. But not the non-professio

nal and the less motivated; they need a congenial environment.

The body of Rabindranath's observations during his 

Japan visit is a gesture in this direction • May be his 

image of Japan was a little idealised and mythical; but this 

is of no consequence; the gesture was genuine. Many read 

this gesture rightly and moved forward with it; gx:jae 

especially Nandalal and his followers. That in 1944, 

three years after Rabindranath's death there was still such 

an electric environment, that brought man and man, and man 

and nature into gainful intimacy, is no mean achievement.

Rabindranath did not ̂ however^think that the Indian 

and Japanese temperaments were alike; he thought the 

Japanese were cool, while the I n d i a n ^  were hot, fond of 

sizzling colour and prone to emotional excess; that the 

Japanese were content with the facts of life, while Indians 

got embroiled with the reality beyond; and so on and so 

forth. Whatever the trut|i may be, this should clarify that 

in pointing to the Japanese example he was not exhorting



them to imitation. He was only pointing to a corrective.

The kind of corrective that drove our sages and thinkers 

to the woods and caves, over and over. The world is too 

much with us and if we do not break loose from its grasp 

if only for a while we shall be hard put to have a proper 

vision of it or of ourselves. A kind of vision that media

ted between the heaven and the earth, and did not drive aa* 

one into the extremes of reckless self-indulgence, onj^one 

hand or other-worldliness, on the other.

I should think that Rabindranath realised the need 

for such oases of contemplation (or call th^ tapovan) in 

the maelstron) of human life, quiet cells of self-enrichment 

within a larger landscape of self-erosion’, for if you cannot 

save the whole world you least service it from with

in. '

I doubt whether Rabindranath ever thought of steam

rollering the world into perfection; his world implied xar® 

variety; each one had to seek his own little path-^towards 

salvation (or mukti) ; who could have the presumption to 

draw up a national plan for inner emancipation, as some-
*
7

one went to suggest yesterday? You can only fex teach 

by personal example, not precept; and all such teaching will 

be perforce gestural - just a pointer,not a programme of 

action.

And it is not that others have not tried to do so in 

history. Examples of religious and moral coersion are not 

at all hard to come by. But they have never achieved what 

they sought to achieve; they have, on the other hand^ been 

counterproductive. The tyranny of a well-meaning benefactor

*  4,
is no less obnoxious th^n that of an evil-minded oppressor. 

Rabindranath has referred to this in more than one place.
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And rightly too. The most you can do is to devise an 

environment in which each man can commune with nature and 

other men and through this ascend from one stage of reali

sation to another; and the path of ascent is a personal 

ladder, not a public epeate*3- escalatorf though aiEKgy 

• many men may share the environment and even enrich it.It 

is of such an environment that Rabindranath had a model, 

however unspecific.

Does today's Santiniketan conform to this model?/ur
„ Probably not * fbt. the reasons for this may be many.

3.t is still an institution with a difference, as 

many visitors and well-wishers will tell you; it still 

has an attractive visage, even e r  untapped potential. But 

as it is ̂ it is no more an oasis of contemplation. If is 

no more the place where you commune with nature, quasi- 

rural though it is. It normore has the privacy and the 

silence; you cannot anymore presume to hear the lotus bud
*

- of the mind open in its not-so-placed waters. We ara ,all' 

„ too goal-bound; )fi/e do not have the freedom to l^e'lkun-
* \

stricken tramps any more. But do we need to ? Or do wp

If we think of ultimate values we would need to. And 

if we do, we shall have to think afresh of a campus 

aesthetics as Rabindranath did.


